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MATHEMATICS 
SOME EXTREMAL PROBLEMS FOR POSITIVE DEFINITE 
SEQUENCES AND RELATED EXTREMAL CONVEX CONFORMAL 
MAPS OF THE CIRCLE 1) 
BY 
I. J. SCHOENBERG 
(Communicated by Prof. N. G. DE BRUIJN at the meeting of September 28, 1957) 
Let 
g) dqJ(t) = 1 
be a positive mass-distribution of total mass 1 on a circumference of 
radius 1. Its moments 
(1) (v=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... ), 
are known to furnish the most general positive definite sequence {.u.} 
with flo= 1 (see [4], pp. 6-7). 
Let us assume that we have 
1. A particular such mass-distribution (j;(t) whose entire mass 1 is 
contained in an arc of the unit circle of length A. 
(2) (0<A.<2:n:), 
and having moments P,. such that 
(3) 
2. A particular function 
00 
(4) F(z) = z + ! c ... znv 
•=1 
mapping jzj < 1 onto a univalent and convex domain D with the following 
additional property: A certain arc 
(5) ({J~t~{J+A.), 
of length A. of the unit circle, maps onto a finite straight segment S on 
the boundary of the convex domain D. 
These two apparently unrelated assumptions will now interact and 
furnish the following two theorems: 
1 ) This paper was prepared partly under the sponsorship of .the united States 
Air Force, Office of Scientific Research, Air Research and Development Command, 
under a contract with the University of Pennsylvania while the author worked at 
the Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 
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Theorem l. For every distribution rp(t) with the property 
(6) flv=O for v=nv n2, ... , 
the inequality 
(7) 
holds, clearly with equality if rp - ip. 
Theorem 2. Let 
00 
(8) F(z) = z + L cn.znv 
v=l 
map I z I < l onto a . univalent and convex domain D. Then D contains the 
circle 
(9) 
In particular, the domain D contains the circle (9). Moreover, the segmentS, 
of the boundary of D, is tangent to the circle (9) at some point of S between 
its end-points. This shows that (9) is the largest circle contained in all 
domains D. 
Indeed, let rp(t), F(z) be a distribution and a function satisfying the 
assumptions of these theorems. Consider the closed convex curve traced 
out in the oomplex plane by 
00 00 
F(reit) = reit + L Cnv rnv einvt = L en rn eint, (rfixed, O<r<I), 
v~l n~l 
as t varies from 0 to 2:n. This curve, because of its convexity, must 
contain in its interior the closed curve traced out, as t varies from 0 to 
2:n, by the moving centroid · 
(IO) 
00 
w.(t) = ~ F(reilt+r)) drp(r) = §I ( L cnrneinteinr) drp(r) 
00 
= L cnrneint §I einTdrp(r) = L Cnflnrneint 
1 
the last expression resulting from c1 = I and the complementary structure 
of the sequences {en}, {fln} implied by (6) and (8). The locus of centroids 
is therefore the circumference lwl = lf11lr. It follows that the circle lwl < lft1lr 
is covered by the image of lzl <r by the function (8) and hence also covered 
by D. Letting r--+ I we conclude that 
( 11) the circle I w I < I f111 is contained in D. 
Choosing for rp(t) the particular distribution ip(t) we conclude that D 
contains the circle (9). If we retain the general distribution rp(t) but choose 
for F(t) the particular function F(t) of Assumption 2. we conclude that 
(12) the eircle I w I < I f11 1 is contained in D. 
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Let us finally work with fP(t) and F(z) simultaneously, using the parti-
cular assumptions concerning the arcs (2) and (5). The centroid (10) may 
now be written as 
o:+A~ 
w,(t) = f F(re•<t+..->) dij!(-r:). 
"' 
Notice that for the particular value t={J-IX the exponential e•<t+ .. > 
describes precisely the arc (5) which is mapped by the function F(z) 
onto the finite segmentS. For the value t={3-tX we may therefore let 
r -+ 1 and perform the passage to the limit under the integral sign 
obtaining 
o:+A ~ 
w,({J -IX) -+ f F(ei<..--a+P>) dip(-c). 
"' 
On the other hand, by (10), we have 
Therefore 
o:+A~ PI ei<P-o:> = f F(e•<..--o:+P>) dip( -c). 
"' 
However, the integrand describes the segment S; the integral represents 
therefore an interior point of the segment S and at the same time, by 
the last relation, it represents also a point on the boundary of the circle 
(9). Since the circle (9) is contained in fJ, (9) must be tangent to S, which 
proves the statements of the last two sentences of Theorem 2. Finally, 
the inequality (7) now follows from (12}. 
REMARK I. We have stressed above the assumption that the segment 
S is finite and we have amply used it in our proof. However, it is easily 
seen that both theorems remain valid if the segment S is not finite (a 
half-line or a whole line), even the value A= 2~ is permissible (which 
implies no restriction on the distribution (jl(t)), provided that we add to 
our Assumptions 1 and 2 as an additional assumption the statement 
contained in the sentence next to the last of Theorem 2. Explicitly: 
If S is not finite we add to the Assumption 2 the assumption that the 
circle (9) is tangent to the segmentS at some point between its end-points. 
REMARK 2. Evidently Theorems 1 and 2 have only potential mathe-
matical content; effective content may only be furnished by concrete 
applications. To apply this "duality" method we may start from a likely 
mass-distribution (jl(t), the problem being firstly, to discover the corre-
. sponding mapping function F(z) and secondly, to establish the convexity 
of the image domain iJ. This is possible in a variety of cases. Our list 
of examples is not exhaustive and is only meant to illustrate the appli-
cability of the general simple idea. 
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Example 1: THE SEMI-CIRCULAR HOMOGENEOUS WIRE. Let ip(t) be 
the uniform distribution over the half-circle -:n:f2;5;,t;5;,:n:f2. Here A.=:n: 
and the moments are 
n/2 
= ~ J eivtdt = sin (vn/2) 
flv :rr, v:rtj2 ' 
-n/2 
Thus 
fl2 = fl4 = fl6 = ... = 0 
and the sequence {n.} of Assumption 1 consists of the even positive 
numbers while 
(13) 2 fll =; 
gives the familiar centroid of a homogeneous semi-circular wire. 
Let us find the corresponding function 
(14) 
which maps JzJ < 1 onto a convex domain D such as to map the half-circle 
z=eit, ( -:n:f2;5;,t;5;,:n:f2), 
onto a segmentS. We already expect, by (13) and Theorem 2, the distance 
ofS from the origin to be 2/:n: (providedS turns out to be finite!). Assuming 
the coefficients 'of (14) to be real then S must be vertical and halved by 
the real axis. Let us assume that it lies on the line ffiw = 2f:n:. Setting 
z=eit in (14) and taking the real parts of both sides of the equation (14) 
we are naturally lead to the identity 
2 ~- 2 if COS t = - - .£.· C2v COS ~·t 
:rt v~l 
-:n:/2 ;;;;;, t ;;;;;, :n:f2. 
The right hand side being periodic mod :n:, it is clearly the Fourier ex-
pansion of Jcos tJ, and the classical formulae immediately furnish the 
values 
(v=1,2, ... ). 
Thus 
(15) - 4 00 (-I)• F(z) = z +- L -- z2". 
:rt v~l 4v2-I 
This Analysis of our problem must now be supplemented by a Synthesis 
showing that the function (15) is univalent in the unit circle and maps 
it onto a convex domain 15. To this effect we sum the series (15): Observing 
that 
2 _ I I _ f1 (1 2) 2v-2 d 
4v2- I - 2v -I - 2v +I - - t t t 
0 
and introducing this into (15) we find that 
1 
- 2 . f l-t2 F(z) = z- ~ z2 I+t2z2 dt 
0 
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whence by elementary integration procedures we obtain 
(16) - 2 2 ( 1) F(z) = - + z -- z + - arc tg z. 
n n z 
Let us explicitly evaluate the boundary values of this function. From 
the relations 
1 I+iz l+ieit . cost 
arc tg z = 2i log 1 - iz ' 1 - ieit = ~ 1 + sin t ' 
we find for the principal branch of arc tg z the boundary values 
arc tg eit = . l i - i log 1 ~o:~ t if n ~ l -cost 1.f 
-4-2 og I+sint 
n 3n 
2<t<2. 
Substituting these values into (16) and writing 
F(ei1) = X(t) + iY(t) 
we find 
2 . 2 . cost ( n n) (17) X(t) =;;;, Y(t) =Sill t +;;;cost log 1 +sin t, -2 < t < 2 , 
2 . 2 I -cost (n 3n) (18) X(t)=;;;+2cost, Y(t)=sillt+;;;cost ogl+sint' 2<t<2. 
The convexity of the arc (18) joining the point (2/:rc)+i to (2/:rc)-i is 
easily established. Indeed, by differentiations we find 
X'Y"-X"Y' = 2-~ - 1-
ncost' 
which is therefore positive in the range (:rc/2, 3:rc/2). It is little more trouble-
some to show that the arc (17) describes the segment (2/:rc)-i ... (2/:rc)+i 
steadily, without to-and-fro motion, or that the function Y(t) in the 
second equation (17) is increasing in its range. In the range O<t<:rc/2 
we find 
, 2 . I+sint 2 Y (t) = cos t + - Sill t log ---- -
n cost n 
. I+sint 
> cost+ i Sill t log --t-- 1 ""'g(t). cos 
. . I+sint I+x 1-cost . Settillg x= tg (t/2) and observillg that --t- = -1-, . t = x, we find cos -x sm 
g(t) =sin t {!log ~~=- x} =sin t { ~ x3 + ~ x 5 + ... } > 0. 
The remaining part of the range is taken care of by observing that Y'(t) is 
an even function. We also mention that i5 has a smooth boundary free 
of corners. 
Our geometric discussion has by Darboux's principle completely 
verified the assumptions of the' method. We may therefore state the 
following theorems. 
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Theorem 1'. If {,uv} is a positive definite sequence such that 
,Uo= 1, 
then 
with equality for the moments of the uniform distribution on a half-circle. 
Equivalently we may say that the uniform half-circle distribution is 
the "most unbalanced" among all distributions of vanishing even moments. 
Theorem 2'. All univalent convex maps of lzl < 1 by functions of the 
form 
cover the circle 
2 lwl<-. n 
That this is the largest such circle is shown by the function defined by ( 15) 
or (16) which maps the unit circle onto a convex domain whose boundary 
contains the segment joining (2/n)-i to (2/n)+i. 
Example 2: THE CONFORMAL MAPS OF THE CIRCLE ON REGULAR 
POLYGONS. We start from N. Nielsen's Fourier transform of the so-
called Wallis distribution (See (1], p. 12, formula (29)). 
which was recently used by the author in a different connection (See (3] 
where a derivation is also to be found on page 469). We shall now contract 
this distribution: Let k be a given positive integer and let us replace t 
by kt and s by sfk obtaining 
:rt/k 
1 J ( kt)"' T(!X+ 1) 
2n cos 2 cos st dt = (!X+ 2 8 ) (!X+ 2 8 ) • 
-n!k k2"'T -2-+k r -2--k 
In terms of the "truncated cosine" defined by 
(19) ~ cos x if -n/2 ~ x ~ n/2, cos+ x = 
0 if n/2 < lxl < + oo, 
we may rewrite our last formula as 
(20) l s"' k2"'1'2(~) ( . kt)"' r2(~) 2n_,. 1'(£X+l) cos+2 cosstdt= r(iX;2+i)r(iX;2-i)" 
Letting s=v be an integer, we may interpret (20) as giving the moments 
3 Series A I 
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of a unit mass-distribution on the unit-circumference entirely contained 
within the arc 
(21) z = eit' 
of length A= 2nfk. 
We observe now that the right-hand side of (20) vanishes for values 
of s forming an arithmetic progression of difference k. This leads us to 
expect that for an appropriate value of iX the resulting distribution will 
fit the class of mappings of the form 
which are also characterized by k-fold rotational symmetry: The image 
domain D will go into itself if rotated by an angle 2nfk about the origin. 
Indeed, all formal conditions are met by setting 
cx+2 k+I 2 
-2- = k- or iX = k' 
Thus writing 
(23) 
k 22/k F2 (k + I) 
~ k ( kt)2/k (]Jk(t)= (k+ 2) cos+ 2 for -n;St;Sn, 
2nr --k 
we have the frequency function of a distribution ipf(t) entirely contained 
in the arc (21) and whose moments are 
(24) 
n r2(k+l) 




fl1 = r(kk2) ' while itvk+l = 0 (v=L2, ... ), 
as we wished to have in the first place. 
What is the corresponding extremal mapping function F(z) within the 
class (22)1 By our Assumption 2 we want it to furnish a convex image 
15, but also such that the arc (21) is mapped into a segment. These con-
ditions together with the k-fold symmetry of i5 force i5 to be a regular 
polygon of k sides with its center at the origin. That such a mapping function 
00 
(26) F(z) = z + ! c.k+l z•k+l 
v=l 
exists we know from Riemann's mapping theorem. Thus both Assumptions 
I and 2 are verified and Theorem 2 implies that 
(27) 
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is the inscribed circle of the regular polygonal image 15. This naturally 
agrees with the result furnished by the explicit expression 
z 
~ J dz F(z) = (1 +zk)21k 
0 
due to Schwarz, but which we did not use. 
We have also established the following theorems: 
Theorem I". Let k be a positive integer. If {.u.} is a positive definite 
sequence such that 
f-lo= I, /1vlc+l = 0 (v=I,2, ... ), 
then 
with equality for the special sequence (24). 
Theorem 2". All univalent convex maps of the unit circle by functions 
of the form (22) cover the circle (27). That this is the largest such circle is 
shown by the fact that (27) is the circle inscribed in the regular polygonal 
image of the unit circle by a function of the form (22). 
REMARK 3. Our above discussion requires a special comment when 
k= I and k=2 (See Remark I following our proof of Theorems I and 2). 
These are the only cases when S is not a finite segment and we have to 
verify directly that the circle (27) is inscribed in 15. 
If k= I we find that fl1 = I/2, A.= 2n. The function 
- z F(z) = 1+z=z-z2+z3- ... 
maps the entire circumference on the line 9tw = !- The fact that the circle 
lwl = 111 = I/2 is tangent to this line verifies our additional condition. 
If k = 2 we find that f-lt = n/4 while A.= n. The function 
~ 1 1 F(z) = arctgz = z-3 z3 +5 z5 - .•. , 
of the form (22), maps the unit circle onto the vertical strip 
the arc (2I) being mapped on the infinite line 9tw=nf4 (all this follows 
from our discussion of arc tg z in Example I). This line is our segment S; 
the fact that it is tangent to the circle lwl=fll=n/4 verifies our addition 
to Assumption 2. For the present case of k = 2 Theorem I" states the 




with eq1wlity for the moments of the frequency function 
Equivalently: The half-circnlar distribution with a linear density proportional 
to the distance to the diameter joining its end-points is the most unbalanced 
among all circular distributions whose odd moments vanish except p,1 . This 
result is a companion of Theorem 1'. 
REMARK 4. The cases k = l and k = 2 of Theorem 2" are due to 
E. STUDY ([5], pp. 116 and 117). Theorem 2" seems to be new if k>2. 
On hearing about it this Spring, Professor ScHIFFER immediately devised 
for it a very simple indirect proof based on Schwarz's Lemma and 
communicated to the writer by Professor PoLYA. The reader, knowing 
of its existence, will have no trouble reconstructing it. 
Our present proof of Theorem 2", if specialized for k = l, is identical 
with Professor NEHARr's proof given on page 223 of his book [2]. This 
seems to be the first instance of the use of the idea to which these lines 
are devoted. 
REMARK 5. Professor DE BRUI.JN remarked orally that Theorem l' 
may be proved directly very simply as follows: The vanishing of the 
even moments p 2 , p4 , ••• of a distribution cp(t) is equivalent to the sym-
metry property that the mass contained in two equal and diametrically 
opposite arcs is proportional to their common length. In terms of the 
monotone distribution function cp(t) (0 ~ t ~ 2:n) this amounts to the 
identity 
I 
cp(t)-cp(O)+cp(t+:n)-cp(:n) =- t 
:rr; 
(0 ~ t ~ :n). 
Assuming the distribution so turned as to have its centroid on the upper 
side of the imaginary axis, we obtain from the above identity 
zn n l n n 
Jp,1 J = ep,1 = f sin t dcp(t) ~ f sin t dcp(t) =- f sin t dt- f sin t dcp(t+n) 
0 0 :rr; 0 0 
<Is"· tdt-~ = Sill - . 
n 0 n 
Evidently the equality Jp,1 J = 2/n holds if and only if the total mass is 
uniformly distributed on the upper half of the circumference. A similar 
argument yields the following generalization: If {p,.} is a positive definite 
sequence such that 
fho= l, 
then 
with equality if and only if the p. are the moments of the uniform distribution 
on an arc of length 2n(k. 
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